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Casey Fields – EVCC Criterium Championships – April 18
th

‘twas cool and overcast with the gentlest of breezes stirring the
shrubs around the carpark, but it was Casey Fields and it was
sure to be windy on the circuit, Casey having the uncanny
knack of being calm by the pavilion whilst being windy less
than a hundred metres across the circuit.  And sure enough, the
westerly made the wavy straight hard work but aided the run
down the back straight and into the finish.

Club championships are notoriously under-patronised with
lower grade riders opting to take a week off rather than take on
the higher grader riders in their age group.  But in an indication
of the clubs strength eighty members turned up to race, the
majority in the 40 to 60 age bracket.  The only disappointment
being the women’s race where there were only two starters.

Race report

35-39

No report

40-44

The big bunch of fourteen weren’t destined to stay together,
the disparity in strength telling after around half an hour of
racing with the bunch almost halved.  The pace was on early,
Paul Wilson taking off on the first lap, a move that
necessitated a chase then the bunch yo-yoing with the 35-39yo
group before getting serious and leaving the younger guys to
their race.  Craig Everard was one of the early antagonists,
pushing the pace and ensuring that everybody new it was a
race.

As the bunch slowly diminished the possibility of a break
establishing and holding off all chasers increased and with
fifteen minutes to go it was Dale Estick who figured the time
was right and broke away.  Ian Milner and another were of
similar mind, giving chase whilst those left behind pulled
together to pull the escapees back.  Some hard yards by Ben
Schofield and Stuart Bendall along with contributions by the
others saw both bridge builders returned to the fold, only Dale
managing to stay away from the chase.

Into the finish it was Dale well clear and a deserved winner,
behind him Ben started the sprint (as is his wont) along the
back straight.  As the small chase group rounded the last bend
the earlier efforts took their toll and Ben faded allowing Stuart

and Darren Darling the opportunity to push past for second and
third respectively.

45-49

The scratching of the favourites had the bookmakers re-assess the
field - fifteen starters in a fairly evenly balanced group had them
drastically shorten the odds on the known sprinters; Phil Cavaleri
and Damian Burke coming back to even-money.

With the youngsters already on the track this race got underway
at a leisurely pace, but somebody forgot to tell John Van Seters
that the first couple of laps were a chance to catch up on the
gossip, John riding clear of the group before the first bend.  After
a couple of hundred metres Kevin Starr set about catching John
and when the pair didn’t come back it was obvious Kev’s
intention hadn’t been to point out the social niceties of club
racing.  None in the bunch were too keen to raise their heart rates
and so were content to leave the pair out there whilst they found
their legs, got a feel for the conditions and for the rhythm of the
race.

Over the next couple of laps the bunch lackadaisically swapped
off turns and bided their time, Steve Ross and Rob Harris pulling
some hard turns but unsupported Kevin and John were able to
slowly build their lead.  Ten minutes in and it was time to return
the recalcitrant duo to the fold (actually it was an interloping
60yo, regardless the reason), Nigel Kimber leading the train
across the gap and at the twelve minute mark it was grupetto once
more (well for the first time - ed.).  There was no immediate
counter attack, it took half a lap for Steve Ross to shake the
lactate from the myothightial fibres before he made his move,
little Phil C. sucked along in big Steve’s shadow.

Damian Burke realised the potential of the small break and was
quickly across the gap, the three working smoothly together to
build a lead of around twenty seconds over the lap.  The bunch
saw the potential of the break and also started swapping turns to
hold it at the twenty seconds.  A little over-enthusiasm by some in
the bunch saw the lead cut back and despite suggestions to hold
the gap it came down and after ten minutes the escapees realised
the string wasn’t going to snap so sat up and waited for the mob
to close the last fifty metres.  The following lap was spent
watching to see who was going to make the next move.  It was
Ian Smith who came out to play but Nigel had been watching him
closely and moved quickly to close it down.
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Another lap and Rob Harris had a crack.  Nigel tried a different
tack, jumping from mid-field and bridging alone, Ian Smith
this time the watcher not far behind and it was a different trio
trying to break the elusive elastic band.  With more than half
the allotted race duration in the past the bunch were less
inclined to give a break a break and led by Damian and Steve
Ross they clawed the threesome back in as many kilometres (3
- 1.5k - ed.).

Reunification was the cue to start racing, Kevin launching the
first of a series of counter attacks, the bunch reacting rapidly to
bring it back.  Rob and Ray Russo countered Kevin’s demise
only to meet the same fate.  Ian Smith, Kevin, Rob and even
Matt White got in on the act to continue the trend but the
responses continued their trend and each move was quickly
quashed.  As the clock ran down so did the opportunities, the
two likely places for an attack were the straight by the pavilion
and the wavy section – both into the wind.  Forty-five minutes
down and Kevin has launched himself along the short pavilion
straight, Nigel had the same idea and the pair were quickly
united in a desperate attempt to snap that ‘lacca’ but were
almost as quickly reunited with the chasing mob.

Next lap Nigel repeated the dose, burying himself for almost
half a lap the invisible thread stretched to near breaking point
but held and it was all together going around the far loop and
onto the back straight for what was to be the third last time.
The penultimate lap was run at recovery pace, Nigel again
finding himself at the front as the bunch came up the finish
straight to take the bell.  (At this point the bunch was eleven
strong, only four competitors having been dropped over the
previous 55 minutes - ed.).  Past the pavilion a desperate dive
across the track saw a change of leaders and Nigel was back in
the shelter of the pack.

With the sprinters still in it there was one last effort to shake
them off.  Into the wind for the last time Nigel jumped from
the shelter of third wheel and again buried himself in an effort
for glory.  But the sprinters weren’t going to come this far and
let it get away, dragging as much oxygen as they could into
their fast twitch fibres they successfully held Nigel’s wheel till
he ran out of puff going into the last loop.

Down the back straight, Rob Harris led the charge followed by
Ray Russo, then Phil C, Stephen, Damian & Kevin.  Around
the corner Phil took the centre of the road, and opened up with
Stephen hard on his wheels, quickly clearing Rob and Ray.
Stephen moved left then upped the ante, quickly gathering a
fading Phil and headed for the line.  Caught in the ruck
Damian finally got a clear run as a gap opened on Phil's right,
a surge of effort he flashed past Phil but came up short of
catching Stephen - little more than a tyre width in it.

Figures for the race: 1:02:30 at 38.7kph for a total race
distance of 40.35k.

50-54

Rob Amos bided his time early in the fifteen strong bunch,
allowing Greg Little to set the initial pace.  After a few laps,
Rob set about sorting the wheat from the chaff, putting in a
hard turn that spread the bunch out until a small group of six

formed off the front; Rob, Trevor Coulter, Phil Thompson, Greg,
Nick Hainal and Hylton Preece.

With the break established Greg put in another effort that got he
and Phil a small gap but saw Hylton dropped from the break.  The
pair’s lead lasting until a couple of old guys got mixed in - Paul
Kelly dragging his mates alongside.

Once the old fellows got organised and clear the bunch were able
to continue racing, a few attacks by Rob were mixed up by an
attack by Trevor, but none were given much of a leash, so on the
bell it came down to a bunch sprint.

Nick led the sprint out along the back straight, Phil jumped just
before the last corner, with Rob trying to go round the outside.
Trevor finding himself boxed in while Greg steamed up the
inside.  On the line there was only a few centimetres separating
the placings.

55-59 (Nigel Frayne)

Out to Casey Fields again for the Summer Champs on the 2.6km
criterium circuit.  An overcast day threatened a little drizzle
however it didn't eventuate.  Perhaps the wind machines that
always seem to be operating at Casey were a factor in keeping the
H2O molecules aloft.  Whatever the reason it was pretty much
perfect racing conditions with a tail breeze down the long back
straight coming across the left shoulder as you turned onto the
finishing straight.

A fairly healthy bunch of 10 riders assembled in our age group.
The D graders among us were eyeing off the C graders who were
checking out how many B graders were there and they were
sighing at the sight of our one A grader - Rob Truscott, the man
to beat.  Anything can happen in a crit and something certainly
needed to happen in the minds of each of us as we balanced
thoughts of attack with thoughts of survival.  Racing against your
own age group is an interesting variant to our normal scratch and
handicap racing.

We rolled off the start line with collective minds ticking like time
bombs. Not much conversation - all concentration.  Half way
around the first lap Kev Starr (45-49yo) was sighted some 100
metres off the front of his bunch up ahead and I was glad he
wasn't my age.  Our respectable first few laps were just the ticket
for settling all our nerves. Rob quickly established himself in the
yellow jersey by moving to the front for a lap or more making
sure the pace was up there.  However it was never so high as to
nullify all escape attempts.  After about 15 minutes the first leg
tester hit the pedals.  David McCormack, I believe it was, shot off
the front.

It had been my plan to keep up front and chase anything that
moved in the hope that any escape would be thwarted.
Alternatively, should it have succeeded then I would be the one to
join in and have some company for an escape attempt.  It seemed
unlikely that my legs would be good enough to enable a solo
escape.  Dave was quickly brought under control with the whole
bunch riding across to his wheel and so establishing the pattern
for the day.  For as it proved to be, every attack was treated in the
same manner, chased down and sat on.  Rarely was an attacker



passed and supported collaboratively such that a joint escape
might be implemented.

On pegging back Dave, Rob Truscott counter attacked only to
be drawn back by the negative forces of the bunch quickly
onto his wheel.  A couple more efforts by those two were
similarly treated after which, some 35 minutes into the race, I
put in my first escape attempt.  After 300 meters of huffing a
glance over the shoulder indicated all carriages were still
hooked up, the attempt had failed so the pace slackened off.
After a short recovery either I, David or Rob would put in
another effort with the same response. The d-graders were
doing a great job in keeping pace as each attack came and was
hunted down.  However eventually, when Rob Truscott eased
up yet again after a big effort, I decided to play the Joker in my
hand and counter attacked.

Rob had no problem accelerating back to my wheel however
the rubber band had finally corroded enough for things to
break apart.  The C graders scrambled aboard with the stronger
of the D grade riders and as Rob pushed the pace on we were
reduced to a small bunch of 6.  After a few laps of higher
speed to firmly establish the break it seemed inevitable that
these 6 would be contesting a sprint finish.  The same switch
seemed to click in each of our heads just as confirmation
sounded out in the ringing of the bell.  Time for recalculations.
How to beat Rob Truscott?

Two years ago in the pouring rain I had managed to win by
sprinting from way out and catching the bunch by surprise.
This year such boldness seemed more like folly so for me a sit
on second wheel seemed an ideal place to simmer and watch.
Rob later said he'd been tempted to go a long way from home
but somehow restrained himself.  The pace quickened down
the back straight with the wind at our tails.  A slower group
was just up ahead and it seemed they might cause an
obstruction to our sprint.  Half way down the back straight I
decided to go and jumped out of the saddle. The sound of
clicking gears behind told me others were also jumping.

I rounded the final turn in front only to see a wall of riders up
ahead.  Fortunately, and to their credit, they read the signals
from the officials and moved left just as our spearhead drove
up the outside towards the line.  I'd clicked one too many gears
for the uphill run to the line but was still in front and digging
as deep as one can go.  Whirring wheels and heavy breathing
confirmed the catch and Rob moved beside me and gradually
pulled away to take the win by a bike length.  More whirring
sounds spurred me into even deeper oxygen deprivation and
desperation as I surged into second place only just holding out
Dave McCormack.  I didn't sense where the remainder of our
grupetto finished but suspect they weren't far back.

While the results may seem to have confirmed the form, with
A beating B beating C grade riders, none-the-less this was a
pretty well balanced race overall.  Almost all riders stuck to
the task for most of the race, keeping their hopes and chances
alive and making for a quite memorable championship event.
So congrats and thanks go to the whole group and especially to
Rob for a strong ride under the pressure of favouritism.

Stats: time 56min, distance 33.5km, avg. speed 35.6kph,
max speed 55.0kph

60-64

No report.

65-69

No report.

70+ (Les McLean)

Five hopefuls in the 70 to 74 year age bracket plus one in the over
80’s group were sent on their way with the weather overcast and a
slight wind from the south west.

Right from the start the pace was on with Paul Kelly being the
main instigator as his aim was to decimate the field very early.
This had a very detrimental affect on the 82 year old Ken Wollard
as he was dropped early from the bunch.  Around 15 minutes into
the race Alan Sandford sat up and immediately retired from the
bunch and the race.

At this stage Ron Stranks was hanging in there but when Paul
started to really apply the pressure and pushed the speed up to 40
and over, Ron too succumbed to the high pace and was dropped
off the bunch.  This left just Neil Wray (who won the Champion
of Champions Jersey at the recent Australian Masters Track titles
in Tassy) and me to play cat and mouse with each other.

It was like a 3-man train thundering around Casey with Paul
doing the major work trying to shake the two terriers that were
stuck to his wheel.  The speed was such that we caught the lower
age group and sat in with them.  Someone in that bunch yelled out
to Paul that he could not sit in their bunch but he laconically
replied, “I am not sitting on you but we are passing you.”  This
happened quite a few times as they would pass us again and once
more Paul would accelerate, follow them up and pass them once
more.  This got a little hairy at times for the 3-man train to weave
in and out and pass the other group without a major problem.

At one stage I was doing a turn of pace when I inadvertently ran
off the track onto the grass verge.  Paul saw this and accelerated
away with Neil glued to his back wheel whilst I was trying to
recover my balance and get back onto the track.  It took over 300
metres of chasing to get back with the other two as I was
determined they would not get away from me.

The attacks from Paul seemed to diminish towards the later end
of the race which suited both Neil and I.  We were still doing turn
for turn but at a lower speed with everyone watching each other
very closely to ensure no one took a flier.

At the bell the pace slowed very dramatically, the 3 of us almost
racing as if we were in a sprint race at the Velodrome with our
speed down to almost nil at one stage.  Someone watching our
tactics said jokingly that we almost took 15 minutes to do that
final lap.  The positions swapped around as one would go to the
front then another with each one not wanting to commit
themselves so early.



But as we moved into the back straight it was Neil followed by
Paul and I as Neil upped the pace considerably.  As we swept
around the final bend Neil started his sprint with a withering
burst of speed which shot him 3 lengths in front.  Paul and I
tried to match his speed but could not and it was the two of us
vying for second and third.  At around 100 metres to go I
moved up alongside Paul and thought I had him but he found
that extra strength and speed and moved beyond me to run
second by half a length with Neil winning by 3 lengths.

It was a great race throughout with Paul trying desperately to
shake Neil and me trying desperately to hang on to the two of
them.

Women

With only two starters; Juanita Cadd and Deb Chambers, this race
was pretty much a forgone conclusion.   With no support it was
going to be a case of how long would Deb ride with Juanita - not
long.  Deb riding away early to take the championship
comfortably, leaving Juanita to ride her own pace.

Results

First Second Third

35-39 (6) Barry Woods David Holt Jamie Goddard

40-44 (14) Dale Estick Stuart Bendall Darren Darling

45-49 (15) Steve Ross Damian Burke Phil Cavaleri

50-54 (15) Rob Amos Phil Thompson Greg Lipple

55-59 (10) Rob Truscott Nigel Frayne Dave McCormack

60-54 (6) Martin Stalder Harold Simpson Colin O’Brien

65-69 (6) Dan Ives Neil Cartledge Bruce Hawker

70+ (6) Neil Wray Alan Sandford Les McLean

Women (2) Deb Chambers Juanita Cadd

Officials

Thanks to Matt White and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries.  Thanks to the ‘Pauls’, Mick Paull and Dennis
Pauwells who kept track of the comings and going in the nine races that were going on.  Also thanks to Richard Dobson who
coordinates and organises marshals and traffic controllers for our races.  Thanks also to JC Wilson who brings the trailer to all
our races and to Peter Mackie with the drinks.

Eastern Vets Program

Saturday April 25 2:00pm Killara Road Graded Scratch Races

Monday April 27 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Saturday May 2 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday May 9 2:00pm Macclesfield Graded Scratch Races

Saturday May 16 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail
to the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday April 26 9:30am National Blvd, Campbellfield Graded Scratch Races

Sunday May 3 10:00am Lancefield Club Championship

Sunday May 10 9:30am National Blvd, Campbellfield Graded Scratch Races

Sunday May 17 10:00am East Trentham 44k Handicap

Victorian Veteran Cycling Council Program
Saturday April 25 1:00pm Seymour Benghazi Handicap Closed

* Sunday May 24 10:00am Cororooke Colac May Open 18/5 - $15

* Saturday May 30 1:00pm Rochester “Oppy” Handicap 25/5 - $15



Note : Entries for the two May opens are to be sent to Tom Finning (not to Harry Tams) at 59 Wolseley Grove, Geelong
North, Vic. 3215 .

Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

1/4/2009 Melbourne Around the Bay in a Day entries open.

Club Clothing;

A range of cycling clothing is available for sale and usually available from Kevin Starr at the races on Saturday.  The clothing is
made by Giramondo and is sold to members at cost.  EVCC colours and designs are easily recognised in bunches and as such
make it easy for you to find your Eastern friends on organised rides.  They also stand out well in cloudy and gloomy conditions
so that members are visible on the roads whilst training or racing and at the same time you will be promoting the club.

Have a look at the website (www.easternvets.com/clothing.php) for our range of clothing.

Australian Masters Track titles (1-4 April 2009);

Neil Wray took part in the recent Australian Masters Track titles at the Silverdome in Launceston, Tasmania and was awarded
the Champion of Champions Jersey in the Men’s Masters 9 category for his results which included;

MMas9
1st in the 500m Time Trial with a time of 0:41.520 - avg speed of 43.35kph
MMas8-9
3rd in the 5k scratch race
3rd in the sprint with times of 14.300 and 13.820 (faster than gold times of 14.380 & 15.300)

South Pacific Championships (10-12 April 2009);

A fairly big contingent of Eastern members made their way to Maryborough over the Easter weekend to compete in the South
Pacific Championships, not all who competed podiumed but the following did;

Age Group Road Race 300m Sprint Time Trial Criterium Aggregate

Men

35-39 2nd Barry Woods 3rd Jamie Goddard 1st Jamie Goddard
3rd David Holt

40-44 1st Boyd Friis
3rd Simon Bone

2nd Simon Bone
3rd Boyd Friis

2nd Simon Bone
3rd Boyd Friis

45-49 1st Roy Clark
2nd Phil Cavaleri

1st Roy Clark 1st  Roy Clark Roy Clark (9pts)

50-54 2nd Ian McGeoch 2nd Ian McGeoch 3rd Mark Wallace 3rd Rob Amos

65-69 3rd Ken Bone 3rd Ken Bone

70-74 3rd Alan Sandford 3rd Paul Kelly

Women

35-39 2nd Jodie Batchelor 1st Jodie Batchelor 1st Jodie Batchelor 2nd Jodie Batchelor Jodie Batchelor (10pts)

40-44 1st Deb Chambers 2nd Deb Chambers 2nd Deb Chambers

Congratulations to all.



Baw Baw Classic (18 April 2009);

A handful of Eastern members competed in Cycle Sport’s Baw Baw classic achieving the following results;
MMas1-3 Peter Howard 21st (4:12:22)
MMas4-7 Tony Chandler   1st (3:51:22),

Guy Green   3rd (3:53:53),
Mick Hay   4th (3:55:00),
Mick Day 11th (4:06:06),
Alan Goodrope 20th (4:29:32)

Tony’s time good enough to have given him 4th in masters 1-3 and 1st in c-grade.  Also good to see Alan Goodrope up and about
after his fall in the Eastern Omara 100.

If you have ever ridden Baw Baw you’ll appreciate the achievement of all those who took on the challenge and the outstanding
effort by Tony to take the win.

Touring and Training:

If the inclines of Killara Road weren’t enough to sate the sadistic gene Croydon Cycles are having a training ride up Mt Donna
Buang on Sunday 3rd May  Eastern members are welcome.
When: Sunday May 3rd 9am.  We should be back in Warburton for lunch by midday.
Where: Meet Corner Warburton Highway and Station Road, Warburton (Melways Ref 290 - near Police station)
Ride: We will do a warm up first before tackling Mt Donna Buang.  A tough 19km climb! Aprox. 70km total.
Bring: Low gearing for the climb.  Some warm clothing including a good jacket for the descent (It can be very cold at the top of
Donna Buang).  Your own spares and some food.

Tour de France 2009

Mick Jamison is again taking a group to France for ‘le tour’ and has found space for an extra person in his (Croydon
CycleWorks) "Tour des Pyrenees" in July, increasing the tour group to 13.  There are a few Eastern members already going on
the trip and those who have done it in the past have raved about the experience.

The cost is $1900 (excluding airfares).  According to Mick the tour they have planned will be an unforgettable experience for any
road enthusiast, it doesn’t get much better than riding the country roads of southern France in July!

For further information contact Mick Jamison at Croydon Cycleworks; 182 Mount Dandenong Rd, Croydon 3136, Ph: (03)
97235164 or E-mail: info@croydoncycleworks.com.

Other News;

If you have any news or results you’d like to share with the club let me know and

*******************


